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The final installment in Carla Jablonski's Sydney Taylor Honor-winning Resistance trilogy.World
War II thunders to a conclusion in this third and final installment of Jablonski and Purvis' critically-
acclaimed historical trilogy. As the Allied Forces move to retake France from its Nazi invaders,
siblings Sophie, Paul, and Marie Tessier must risk their lives once more and journey into the
belly of the beast: Paris. They are on a mission to deliver top-secret intel for the Resistance
movement . . . they are its youngest agents.A perfect mix of deft emotional storytelling and
hairraising, historically accurate wartime adventure make this final chapter of the Resistance
Trilogy the most satisfying yet.

From School Library JournalGr 7 Up-Jablonski wraps up her compelling story, which takes place
during World War II. By 1944, all three Tessier siblings find themselves involved with the
Resistance movement. Paul's espionage activities include serving as a courier and creating
drawings that detail important logistical information for the underground forces. Sylvie, under the
guise of dating a German soldier, is able to obtain sensitive enemy intelligence. Marie discovers
a pilot from a downed Resistance aircraft and hides him in the wine cellar. Everyone has secrets
and all are involved in political and personal intrigue. Paul's accomplice, Jacques, succinctly
sums it up, saying, "the best allies in this war are those you don't trust." The climactic conclusion
takes Paul and Jacques to Paris where they meet former coconspirator Henri and witness de
Gaulle's triumphal march through the streets of the city. The story reaches a satisfying visual and
emotional finale with the illumination of the Eiffel Tower, after four years of darkness. The
expressive faces of the characters convey the tension during those days. Purvis effectively uses
two color palettes: darker muted colors to depict night scenes and subversive activity and lighter,
brighter daylight scenes. While the three volumes work together to tell a story of one family and
its community involvement during the German occupation of France, this final installment stands
as a discrete story for those not familiar with the first two volumes. Introductory matter and
concluding author's notes provide helpful information.-Barbara M. Moon, Suffolk Cooperative
Library System, Bellport, NYα(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.About the AuthorCarla Jablonski is
a novelist, performer, and playwright. Her books Thicker than Water and Silent Echoes were
selected for the New York Public Libraries “Books for the Teen Age” list.Leland Purvis is a self-
taught comics artist and writer. His major works include the anthology VOX, a creator-owned
series called PUBO, and a graphic-novel biography of physicist Niels Bohr, Suspended In
Language, written by Jim Ottaviani. Recent works include graphic novels in the Turning Points
series from Simon & Schuster. He lives in Portland.
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Kevin, “Solid conclusion. I read all these with my eight year old daughter who absolutely loved
the series. Great father/daughter bonding time... Reading these was an opportunity to discuss
recent history and the holocaust in a safe manner. Wonderful art with strong and complex
female characters made this a great read for her. We are not Jewish, but our family has a
greater understanding of the Jewish folks who go to Temple across the street.”

mg, “important and intersing story. important and intersing story”

James A Kenny, “Tales of the French resistance told from very personal angles .... Tales of the
French resistance told from very personal angles. The concluding volume that tells of what led to
liberation from Nazi occupation.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. thanks”

Danielle Baum, “A gripping conclusion. It's the final battle. World War II is drawing to a close and
the allied forces are moving to retake France from the Nazi's. Paul, Marie, and Sylvie Tessier
continue fighting for the Resistance in their own way. Paul's drawing almost land him in jail, but
he is saved by Lucille's father. Sylvie continues to date the young German solider next door and
getting information that is saving lives. And Marie...Marie finds a downed place and a young man
badly injured. She nurses him back to health and discovers that he has important information for
the Resistance movement in Paris. Paul must take yet another journey into the heart of Paris in
the hopes of helping end the conflict for once and all.The entire trilogy is perfect from beginning
to end and is great for all ages. Carla has crafted a story that helps the reader understand
history, what the time period was like, not only for the resistance but some members of the Nazi
party as well and that they too were human. This is displayed even more clearly in this final
chapter where we see the conflict within Paul's family that is torn over lost memories, things
they've had to do to survive, and choices they made to live. I think what I like most about this
series are the memorable characters that Carla creates, especially with Marie. Through the
course of three books we see how she grows and matures to help the resistance, and yet...in
many ways is still just a young girl wanting her family back again. It's hard not to connect with the
characters and allow us to see the war through their eyes, their reasons for choosing what they
do and don't do.Leland continues to create beautiful artwork for the series, I especially enjoy the
charcoal drawings by Paul that aid the resistance. I love the contrast between the two mediums
that it creates to the rest of the story. One of my favorite things about the artwork though is the
details that can be found in the lines. The lines around their eyes, they mouths, even their hands
that give them character and makes them come alive. I especially like the scenes when they are
out in the fields at night. It feels like we're with them under the starry skies, can feel the wind
blowing against us, and the grass rustling quietly beside us.I highly recommend every book in



this series, its absolutely perfect for helping readers understand this aspect of World War II and
would also be helpful in discussing conflict in family during war times. 5 out of 5 stars”

Liviania, “Great conclusion to excellent trilogy. I've just begun my CYBILs reading - don't worry, I
wrote this review long before it was posted - and I've already been introduced to so many
amazing books I wouldn't have discovered on my own.Carla Jablonski and Leland Purvis's
Resistance trilogy tells about the French Resistance through three episodes in the lives of
Sylvie, Paul, and Marie Tessier. In this final graphic novel, Marie rescues a downed pilot and
Paul travels to Paris to deliver new codes just in time for liberation. It's not entirely friendly to new
readers - some old friends return and certain tragic events won't have as much weight without
familiarity with the characters.What I love about VICTORY and its predecessors is the moral
ambiguity. It's pretty easy to say Nazis bad, French Resistance good. But the Resistance wasn't
a monolith and sometimes their actions got bystanders killed. And the French, living under
Occupation, were often doing their best to survive. Even the Germans had families back home
that they wanted to return to.Purvis's art is a touch messier than I usually prefer, but he does
manage to make the large cast look distinctive and his art has a nice sense of movement.
Purvis also has a good sense of perspective and often uses interesting angles to liven up
scenes.VICTORY is short, but affecting. With a World War II story, there's no guarantee that the
protagonists will be all right. But you want Paul and his sisters to pull through because they're
risking so much to do what's right. I definitely had a few moments of nail biting when reading
VICTORY.Fans of CODE NAME VERITY and VIOLINS OF AUTUMN will enjoy VICTORY.
Jablonski and Purvis took an interesting chapter of history and told it with compassion and
verve.”

Nicola Mansfield, “Stellar Conclusion to Stellar Trilogy. Reason for Reading: Next (and last) book
in the trilogy.This is the final installment in this stellar trilogy about the resistance movement in
occupied France. This third book brings us up to the last days of occupation and the final
liberation of France. Tensions run high in the Tessier household as we see many different ways
in which people did their part to survive and resist. The entire household is vocally fed-up with
the aunt's collusion with the Germans. Sophie is torn between her feelings for her German
"boyfriend" as a person while she uses him to gather information. Paul is frustrated with his
inaction and becomes more actively involved in the Resistance with drastic life and death
results. The mother is becoming friendlier with the Germans to obtain sources for her family's
survival and faces accusations from her children. Marie, the youngest, feels helpless, until an
injured Allied airmen falls onto their property and she finally feels fulfilled with her part in the war
effort. Everything comes to a grand climax as Paul goes to Paris to deliver an important
message from DeGaulle and meets someone from the past. Excellent volume, reads nicely as a
standalone as well. Both starts and finishes with short essays on factual events to place the
story in history.  Fantastic ending to this trilogy.”



Stan FREDO, “Grandir sous l'Occupation. La new yorkaise Carla Jablonski est écrivain et
éditeur d'ouvrages pour les adolescents et jeunes adultes. Elle a beaucoup publié mais cette
trilogie, dont c’est ici le 3è et dernier volume (1), constitue sa première collaboration avec le
dessinateur Leland Purvis. Ce dernier est un auteur et dessinateur de comic books, plus
particulièrement connu jusqu'à présent pour les séries N&B 'Vox' et '
  
  
Pubo

  
' (2).'Resistance', qui reste destiné à un jeune public, porte un regard sur la France de la
Seconde Guerre Mondiale. L'armée allemande a pulvérisé l’armée française, projetant des
millions de civils désemparés sur les routes. Avec l'armistice, la France est coupée en deux à
plus d'un titre. Elle se met à expédier dans des trains de marchandises vers on-ne-sait-où (du
moins au début) une partie de ses concitoyens. Partout, elle se divise en diverses fractions
autour de deux « attracteurs » : la Résistance et la Collaboration.Dans ce contexte très sensible
pour nous Français, il est particulièrement intéressant de lire cet ouvrage composé aujourd’hui,
par des Américains pour un public de jeunes Américains.Bien que se plaçant à hauteur
d’homme, ou plus exactement à celle de la famille Tessier, dont le chef Didier est prisonnier de
guerre et dont l’épouse et les trois enfants doivent survivre et maintenir la modeste exploitation
viti-vinicole, Carla Jablonski adopte une position aussi objective que possible pour sa
présentation du « Français moyen » sous l’Occupation.Dans le présent volume, les Tessier
vivent les derniers instants de cette Occupation, avec une multiplication des actes de
résistance et des représailles allemandes, puis avec – enfin ! - le Débarquement des Alliés et la
Libération de Paris. Paul Tessier et ses deux sœurs, la grande Sylvie et la petite Marie, sont tous
trois impliqués de diverses façons dans ces dramatiques événements qui naissent dans un
monde adulte totalement incertain.Si le dessin très (trop) simple dans son réalisme n’est pas
tout-à-fait au niveau du propos, du scénario et des dialogues de Carla Jablonski, cette série
reste particulièrement louable, apportant compréhension et vision équilibrée sur une période
dont les Français doivent assumer l'héritage et qu'ils ne doivent jamais oublier.(1) voir '
  
  
Resistance 1



  
    ' et '
  
  
Resistance 2: Defiance

  
    '.(2) ces deux auteurs ont un website à leur nom-tout-attaché-point-com.”

Gizmo, “perfect ending. nice cartooning and it is an appropriate ending to a dood trilogy.”

The book by Morris Gleitzman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 18 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 128 pages
Reading age: 12 - 18 years
Lexile measure: 870L
Item Weight: 8.8 ounces
Dimensions: 6.15 x 0.36 x 8.54 inches
Grade level: 7 - 9
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